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Abstract—The Learning Analytics (LA) discipline analyzes
educational data obtained from student interaction with online
resources. Most of the data is collected from Learning Management Systems deployed at established educational institutions. In addition, other learning platforms, most notably Massive Open Online Courses such as Udacity and Coursera or
other educational initiatives such as Khan Academy, generate
large amounts of data. However, there is no generally agreedupon data model for student interactions. Thus, analysis tools
must be tailored to each system’s particular data structure,
reducing their interoperability and increasing development
costs. Some e-Learning standards designed for content interoperability include data models for gathering student performance
information. In this paper, we describe how well-known LA
tools collect data, which we link to how two e-Learning standards – IEEE Standard for Learning Technology and Experience
API – define their data models. From this analysis, we identify
the advantages of using these e-Learning standards from the
point of view of Learning Analytics.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, e-Learning Standards, SCORM,
Experience API, educational data mining

I.

INTRODUCTION

Companies like Amazon, Facebook and Google study users’ activity within their websites to adapt and improve the
algorithms that sustain their business logic. Gathered data is
used to adapt user interfaces, recommend new products or
target advertising, among other tasks. Many other companies
are using technologies such as web-analytics or business intelligence to better understand their customers and to improve
their business. Data-driven approaches hold great promise
towards improved decision-making. The e-Learning community is now beginning to apply these analysis techniques within a
new trend called Learning Analytics (LA). This discipline
gathers and analyzes educational data with different purposes
such as seeking patterns in the learning process and trends or
problems in student performance.
The educational experience is increasingly taking place
within Learning Management Systems (LMS) deployed by
educational institutions [1]. Within these computer-mediated
environments, students interact with forums, on-line exercises,
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digital learning tools, games, and other types of digital content.
Each individual interaction can provide one or more datapoints, and the system can collect a huge amount of data on
student actions, courses and learning tools [2]. In addition to
traditional LMS, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) such
as Udacity, Coursera or educational systems such as Khan
Academy, are increasing their acceptance as learning tools.
These open courses also store large amounts of data about the
students’ performance. LA uses data mining and visual analytics techniques to derive actionable information from gathered
data (both from LMS and MOOC). The goal is to detect and
address learning problems, assess students, and predict learning
results. Students can use these analysis results as guidance and
self-awareness tools; teachers can use them to identify issues
and try to tackle them; and schools can use results as a domainspecific variant of Business Intelligence [3], [4].
LA is a wide field that covers different aspects. Campbell
deBlois and Oblinger identify five LA steps [5]: collect, report,
predict, act and refine. Each step builds on the previous ones;
therefore, data collection is critical to successful analysis.
However, current LMSs lack standardized data structures; thus,
LA tools tend to be tied to specific implementations of LMS
and databases. This has a number of negative consequences:
data gathered across different LMSs, or even different versions
of the same LMS, are hard to move and compare; crossinstitution data comparison is impeded, due to installationspecific data model differences; and LA tool adoption remains
relatively low.
Many educational organizations and content-development
enterprises have combined efforts to develop standards for eLearning content interoperability [6]. Among these initiatives,
some have addressed the problem of student performance data
interoperability.


The IEEE Standard for Learning Technology standard’s family (from now on SLT family) provides a
complex data model structure for tracking information
on student interactions with learning content (IEEE
1484.11.1 [7]); additionally, an API allows digital educational content and the LMS to query and share collected information (IEEE 1484.11.2 [8]).



The Experience API [9] is a very recent specification
that presents a flexible data model. This specification
adds the possibility of sharing tracking data among different LMSs.
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Although the main focus of both standards is content interoperability, rather than improved data analysis, their adoption would have a profound (and highly positive) impact for
LA tool users and designers.



Course Signals [12] is integrated into the Blackboard
LMS. It analyzes individual student performance to
predict which students are at risk of performing poorly.
Risk status has four components: performance, effort,
prior academic history, and student characteristics.
Two types of data are considered: static, such as prior
history (e.g., academic preparation, high school GPA,
standardized test scores) or student characteristics (age,
residency or credits attempted); and dynamic data,
such as course grades to date, or amount of interactions
with the LMS as compared to peers.



The Desire2Learn LMS includes an LA tool named
Student Success System. This tool is also focused on
high-risk student detection, to enable early intervention. The system relies on raw data for its analysis, including student grades, login frequency, discussion
posts, and results and number of attempts in quizzes.



Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (PSLC)
DataShop [13] is a repository of data extracted from
different learning courses, most notably MOOCs offered by the Open Learning Initiative [14]. The PSLC
DataShop’s goal is to help in the development of
standards for anonymized student data interoperability
and interchange. According to PSLC DataShop,
MOOCs split student progress into Knowledge Components, in which students can either succeed or fail.
Every lesson contains several knowledge components,
and the MOOC records the outcomes for each of them.



Khan Academy [15] is a non-profit educational organization that supplies free web-based micro lectures via
online video tutorials. Khan Academy records performance in all of the course exercises attempted by the
students. Students can see their overall results, and
teachers have an overview of the students’ progress
and of the exercises with weaker performance.

In this paper, we present a study about how to use these
standards for the “data collection” step in LA: extraction, storage in a concrete structure and sharing among different tools
and systems.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we identify current issues related to data collection and describe how
several well-known LA tools try to overcome them; from this
analysis, we propose a set of guidelines for a general LA data
model. Section III analyzes the details of two of the bestknown e-Learning standards for student data interoperability:
the IEEE Standard for Learning Technology and the Experience API. In Section IV, we detail their implications from an
LA point of view. Finally, Section V provides the conclusion
and future work.
II.

CURRENT ISSUES RELATED TO DATA ACCESS

There are several tools to analyze student experience. Most
are internal to particular LMS, while a select few are external.
However, there is a lack of integrated toolsets for comparing
learner performance between different sources, or even individual student results with peer results. In order to improve the
effectiveness of the toolsets, according to Siemens et al. [14],
“analytics need to be broad-based, multi-sourced, contextual
and integrated”. To fulfill this vision, a large number of issues
should be tackled, ranging from data access and acquisition to
statistical modeling or network relationships.
LA and educational data mining are in their initial steps,
and analysis tools are slowly appearing. Most of these tools are
tightly coupled to specific systems, such as LMSs and
MOOCs, because they rely on direct access to the educational
systems’ internal data-structures to perform analyses. Prior to
any analysis, data must be collected, cleaned, and normalized
to fit the LA’s expected structures, in a process known as Extract, Transform and Load (ETL). To enable LA over heterogeneous, distributed environments, ETL tools should be able to
collect data from different data repositories, via API calls or
RSS feeds.
The following list describes the type of data gathered and
analyzed by some well-known LA tools.




SNAPP [10] uses social network analysis over discussion forum posts to categorize students into several
profiles, such as engaged students, disconnected (or “at
risk”) students, or information brokers. SNAPP relies
on forum interactions: posts written, messages replied
to, and topics opened.
LOCO-Analyst [11] provides teachers with feedback
of web-based courses. It identifies the most relevant
parts of courses and provides course content statistics
(content-derived as tag-clouds). It can also relate
course topics mentioned in forums with course parts.
The tool relies on user access to the different course resources, and the time spent on each of them. It also
reads forum contents and course materials.

Most of the current LA tools use, as basis for their analysis,
concrete actions performed by the students in the educational
environments or learning tools, with or without additional
variables associated with those actions that give a more detailed insight. Some tools also integrate student characteristics
into their analyses, such as academic information and personal
data (Table I). It is worth noting that LMS and MOOCs platforms rely on additional web-analytics data (page views, times,
etc.) for their analysis.
The data tokens used by the previous tools can be classified
into two categories:


Student-performed actions with a given outcome: For
example, a student viewed a resource during a certain
time; finished an activity with a given result; or completed a quiz with a percentage of correct answers.



Student profile: age, interests, gender, residency, etc.

With these two basic categories, and using suitable means
of aggregation and summarization, we can build more complex
data. For example, from a “student wrote a post” token, we can
derive the total number of posts written in a forum by this
student, by a group of students, or in a course. From an LA
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perspective, it could also be interesting to know about the history of the student, that is, prior academic results. This information can be accessed by gathering data of the first category.
TABLE I.

ANALYTICS TOOLS AND THEIR DATA FOR ANALYSIS

Analytic Tool

Platform

Data for analysis

SNAPP

External
tool

Forum activity

LOCO-Analyst

External
tool

Resource views, resource contents, forum contents

Course Signals

LMS

Student age, residency, credits
attempted, academic history,
course grades to date, interactions with the LMS

Desire2Learn
Students Success System

LMS

Student grades, login frequency, discussion posts, results and
number of quiz attempts.

Open Learning
Initiative

MOOCs

Knowledge Components
achieved and failed

Khan Academic

MOOCs

Performance in exercises

III.

E-LEARNING STANDARDS FOR TRACKING DATA
INTEROPERABILITY

The interoperability of educational content in different systems was driven by the expansion of Technology Enhanced
Learning (TEL) in both industry and educational institutions.
The high costs of developing educational content that would
later be tied to particular software (and even hardware), hindering distribution and reuse, prompted several organizations to
look for alternatives. After analyzing patterns and guidelines to
unify content distribution, these organizations created eLearning standards that enabled content interoperability.
Student performance data interoperability and services to
share these data are among the multiple features provided by
these standards. This is the case of the IEEE SLT family and
the new Experience API specification. In this section, we analyze the potential of each initiative in terms of the kind of data
that it stores and the communication services it provides.
A. IEEE Standard for Learning Technology
The Aviation Industry Computer-Based Training Committee (AICC) developed many techniques for both hardware and
software standardization of TEL. The most important among
them by their impact and acceptance is the Content Management Instruction (CMI) specification, a set of guidelines for
interoperability between web courses and the LMS. The CMI
provides both a data structure for student interactions with
learning contents as well as an API for managing these data.
This work was the basis for the IEEE Learning Technology
Standards Committee when developing the data exchange
model (IEEE 1484.11.1) and communication specification
(IEEE 1484.11.2). Both standards are part of the IEEE Stand-

ards for Learning Technology (IEEE 1484.11) and are included
in the widespread Sharable Content Object Reference Model
(SCORM) specification.
The data exchange model provides a large range of fields
for storing different aspects of student interactions. First, there
is a set of fields intended for the storage of general information
on a student’s degree of progress in a given activity. These
fields are “End State” (cmi.completion_status) and
“State of Success” (cmi.success_status). In addition, the
data model can store an overall student performance
(cmi.score.raw) on a range of values (cmi.score.min
and cmi.score.max).
The “Objectives” field (cmi.objetives) links the completion of different parts of the educational content to specific
learning objectives. Data stored includes degree of completion
and success (local to the target), progress measurement, score,
and how much each objective counts towards the final grade.
The IEEE data exchange model defines a field consisting of
a list of records named “Interactions” (cmi.interactions)
to store fine-grained information regarding student interaction
with the learning content. This field can store, for example, a
student's answers to a set of questions, or her specific actions
within a task. The field is a set of records: each record includes
not only the student answer and the result (i.e., whether or not
the student was right), but also the type of interaction (e.g.,
true-false, relationships between elements of two groups), the
correct answer as set by the instructor, or the weight of each
interaction to the final grade. For greater expressiveness, multiple correct answers can be included, each with a specific
degree of correctness. Additionally, the “interactions” field also
supports tagging particular entries with identifiers that link
them to sets of related learning objectives.
An important feature of “Interactions” is the possibility of
storing data in two different ways: as a journal, by adding a
new record to the set, or by status, storing only one copy of
each interaction. The first mode allows for detailed storage of
actions performed by the student while the second allows the
final state of each interaction to be stored (as each interaction
would overwrite the previous state).
Finally, the IEEE data exchange model includes fields that
allow the storage of information related to the state of the educational content; this allows students to resume activities at the
point in which they were interrupted. The data model also
includes a (cmi.comments_from_learner) field to collect
student feedback on their educational experience.
The IEEE learning content interoperability defines an API for
sending and requesting data between the educational content
and the LMS. This API contains methods to initialize and finalize the communication, and to store and retrieve data. This API
is only accessible by the educational content. From the point of
view of LA, the fact that other systems cannot use it (such as
LMS, content repositories, reporting tools, or LA tools) is a
significant drawback.
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Figure 1. An overview of the Experience API data model

B. Experience API
The Experience API (formerly known as Tin Can API) is a
new e-Learning specification under development by ADL and
Rustici Software, and it is considered the “new generation of
SCORM”. ADL has released draft versions for early adopters
(i.e., the last specification is v0.95) to elicit feedback from
users before releasing the final version. The Experience API is
focused on defining an interoperable data model for storing
data about students’ learning experience and an API for sharing
these data among systems. It also addresses some of SCORM’s
shortcomings regarding data access.
The central element in Experience API is the Learning Record
Store (LRS). The LRS can reside inside the LMS or in an independent server. A specific module for data storage allows
learning tools to be decoupled from the LMS, and to send information whenever they have connectivity (rendering permanent connectivity no longer necessary). This allows episodically-connected learning activities, such as those delivered on
mobile devices, collaborative tools, virtual worlds, or simulations, to report information on the learning experience. At any
time (including after the end of the experience), activities can
send in their collected data over the Experience API web service. The service is available regardless of whether activities
are taking place inside or outside the LMS. In addition to
providing improved data collection, the Experience API also

allows different LMS, servers, web applications or reporting
tools to share tracking information.
The Experience API data model takes, as a starting point,
the concept of Activity Streams [16], where the users’ activity
is stored as statements: “I did this”. The Experience API data
model extends this idea to track all aspects of the learning
experience. Thus, Experience API statements have the following structure:
<actor> <verb> <object>, with <result>, in <context>
The actor (usually a learner), verb and object elements
are mandatory and can be complemented with result and
context elements. The most important feature of the Experience API data model is the flexibility provided not only by the
statement’s structure, but also by its elements.
Students can interact with educational content via different
systems or tools. For this reason, the actor element allows
different IDs of the same student to be used for each system,
instead of keeping a centralized registry of unique users for
LRS purposes. In addition, since actors can be represented
using other systems’ IDs, a measure for anonymity is provided
– true user identities are only available at the system where
each ID is maintained.
The verb element is a key part of statements, because it
describes the action performed by the student. A verb is not a
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simple string, as it also includes a URL where this verb is
defined. A definition includes name, description, and the recommended best practices for its usage. Although some verbs
can be used for many different learning activities (e.g., “experienced”, “attempted”, “failed”, “passed”), specific communities of practice (such as the serious games community) can
extend the list of verbs or clarify the verb’s meaning.
The object element represents “who” or “what” experienced the action defined in the verb, and can therefore be an
actor or a learning activity (for instance, in the record “Student X experienced webinar Y”). Learning activities also include a URL pointing to their definition, which can include
other information such as a description of the learning activity,
verbs that can be used with the activity, the fields of applicable
result elements that can be filled or best practices cases.
The result element provides an outcome to the statement.
It includes score, success and completion fields. The context
field adds extra information to the statement. For example,
context could include information about the relationship of
the activity with other activities, its position in a learning sequence, or the name of the instructor, among others. In order to
improve the flexibility of the data model and allow for the
extension of some elements to additional scenarios, activity
definitions, context and result elements have an extension
field which can contain any pair of key/value data.

The main goal of e-Learning standards is the interoperability of digital contents and learning tools among different eLearning systems (e.g. LMS and MOOCS). When these standards describe models for student interaction data, LA stands to
benefit greatly from their adoption. On the one hand, development costs are greatly reduced, and investments are made future-proof, since tools will continue to work as long as they
adhere to the standards. On the other hand, the decoupling of
LA tools from specific systems facilitates data reuse and
broadens the pool of data that can be analyzed and explored. In
addition, stable data sources and structures enabled by standardization would allow LA tool developers and researchers to
focus on other open issues, such as better statistical analysis
and visualization.
To maximize the benefits of LA, e-Learning standards must
first meet certain requirements. First, the data model structure
should be able to represent the two categories identified in
Section II: actions performed by students with the associated
outcomes, and student profiles. Second, the data structures
should provide API methods to access and share data among
systems, data repositories and reporting tools.

The Experience API also includes a set of REST services
for data transfer (including POST, PUT, GET and DELETE).
The services do not only allow sending statements to the LRS,
but also information about activities and actors. The Experience API uses either OAuth or HTTP Basic Authentication to
authenticate access to LRS services. Therefore, the LRS API
can be accessed by any system or digital content with the necessary credentials.
IV.

USING E-LEARNING STANDARDS FOR LEARNING
ANALYTICS PURPOSES

Figure 3. Experience API: statement structure and data flow. The statements can be sent to different LRS at the same time and can be shared
among LRS. In addition, the educational content is not tied to particular
LMS.

Figure 2. IEEE Standard for Learning Technology family: LA tools can
only benefit from data stored in their host LMS; red crosses indicate
communications that are not covered by the standard, and must be implemented ad-hoc for each LA. In addition, the educational content is tied
to the LMS.

The IEEE data exchange model proposes a set of fields to
store data about learner performance. Although the fields in
this data model can certainly store a wealth of useful information for LA tools, there are still open issues. First, this data
model does not explicitly use “verbs” (well-defined, standardized actions). Building appropriate verbs would be easy for
certain fields; other fields could be interpreted with different
verb meanings. This ambiguity hinders universal usage of
stored data and could lead to inaccurate analysis. Moreover,
certain fields in the data-model mix information on student
actions and outcomes, leading to an additional source of ambiguity. Second, certain learning experiences cannot be represented within the current model. This is partially addressed
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with a data model extension for the IEEE data exchange model:
IMS Shareable State Persistence (IMS-SSP) [17]. However,
this extension can also to lead to misinterpretations, due to the
verb-ambiguity problem. Finally, the IEEE communication
specification does not allow access to data from other systems
or tools (Figure 2).
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The Experience API provides a better fit for the requirements of LA tools. On the one hand, it presents a flexible data
model that allows for representing student actions in a univocal
way (roughly exemplified as “student X performed action Y
with outcome Z [in context W]”), with optional context information. Furthermore, student privacy and anonymity can be
preserved, since data records do not require unique or identifiable user IDs. On the other hand, the Experience API runtime
communication provides access to the data from other systems.
The decoupled nature of the LRS allows LMSs reporting tools,
LA tools, and any other system with appropriate credentials to
store or access tracking data. However, the Experience API
lacks specific support for any student profile information.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The growth of the field of Learning Analytics is a direct
consequence of the increased use of e-Learning systems, in an
attempt to harness the large amounts of data that these systems
generate with educational or administrative purposes. Among
the remaining research issues, there is a need for common
structures into which these data can be stored and associated
services to query it. After analyzing how a set of well-known
LA tools extract data from different systems (e.g. LMSs and
MOOCs), we identified two common structures: actor-actionobject statements for dynamic data and static student profiles.
In this paper, we have analyzed how current e-Learning standards for interoperability of student performance data, more
specifically the IEEE Standards for Learning Technology and
Experience API, can help in the development of LA tools.
On the one hand, the IEEE Standard for Learning Technology, included in the SCORM specification, has been widely
adopted. However, actions in the data model are potentially
ambiguous, and the API runtime services do not allow external
systems to retrieve the data. The statement structure of the
Experience API data model and the decoupled nature of the
LRS make it a better choice for accessing and sharing data.
Nonetheless, the lack of specific support for student profiles is
hindering its adoption as a universal solution. However, this
can also be seen as a calculated tradeoff; between increased
data-sharing (without personal profiles) and increased expressive power (at the expense of potential privacy breaches), its
designers appear to have chosen the safe route. Note that Experience API is currently under development and is subject to
change. The current analysis is based on the available published draft.
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